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The purpose of this report is to present the unified description of the orthogonal Cayley-
Klein algebras and their representations starting from the well known Gel’fand-Tsetlin rep-
resentations of the classical orthogonal algebras. The orthogonal Cayley-Klein algebras are
obtained from the classical ones by Wigner-Inönu contractions [1] and analytical continuations
(or Weyl unitary trick). The unified description [2], [3] is achieved by introducing parameters,
which may be equal to real unit or to imaginary unit or to Clifford dual units. Under the map

ψ : Rn+1 → Rn+1(j)

ψx∗0 = x0, ψx∗k = xk

k∏
m=1

jm, k = 1, 2, . . . , n, (1)

where j = (j1, j2, . . . , jn), each of the parameters jk = 1, ιk, i, and ιk is the Clifford dual unit,
the euclidean space Rn+1 is transformed into the Cayley-Klein space Rn+1(j) with the following
quadratic form

(x, x) = x2
0 +

n∑
k=1

x2
k

k∏
m=1

j2
m. (2)

The map ψ also induces the transformations of the generators X∗ of the orthogonal algebra
so(n+ 1) into the generators X of the orthogonal Cayley-Klein algebras so(n+ 1; j)

Xrs(j) = (
s∏

m=r+1

jm)X∗
rs(→), r < s, (3)

where by X∗(→) are denoted the Wigner-Inonu [1] singular transformed generators and the
products

∏
jm play the role of zero tending parameters, when some parameters jm are equal to

the dual units. When some parameters jm are equal to imaginary unit, then Eqs. (3) give the
transformations, corresponding to the Weyl unitary trick or the analytic continuations of the
representations. Therefore, two different operations in group theory are naturally unified by
Eqs.(3) and the same nature both of the operations, namely the continuation of the real group
parameters into the complex (Weyl trick) or dual (Wigner-Inönu contraction) number field is
well displayed in this manner.
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The orthogonal Cayley–Klein algebra so(n+1; j) have the following commutation relations:

[Xr1s1 , Xr2s2 ] =


(∏s2

l=s1+1 jl
)
Xs1s2 , r1 = r2, s1 < s2(∏r2

l=r1+1 jl
)
Xr1r2 , r1 < r2, s1 = s2

−Xr1s2 , r1 < r2 = s1 < s2.

(4)

The structure of the transformations (3) is the same for all representations of the orthogonal
algebra. Only the generators X∗(→) are defined in a different way for a different representa-
tions of the orthogonal algebra. In the case of the Gel’fand–Tsetlin representations the singular
transformed generators X∗(→) are specified by the transformations of the components of the
patterns. The general nondegenerate representation with the nonzero eigenvalues of all Casimir
operators are obtained [3], when the components of the Gel’fand–Tsetlin patterns are trans-
formed as follows:

mp,2s+1 = m∗
p,2s+1

2(k+1)−p∏
l=p+2(k−s)

jl, s = 0, 1, . . . , k, p = 1, 2, . . . , s+ 1,

mp,2s = m∗
p,2s

2(k+1)−p∏
l=p+2(k−s)+1

jl, s = 1, 2, . . . , k, p = 1, 2, . . . , s, (5)

for the algebra so(2k + 2; j) and

mp,2s = m∗
p,2s

2k+1−p∏
l=p+2(k−s)

jl, s = 1, 2, . . . , k, p = 1, 2, . . . , s,

mp,2s−1 = m∗
p,2s−1

2k+1−p∏
l=p+2(k−s)+1

jl, (6)

for the algebra so(2k + 1; j).
In particular for the algebra so(4; j), j = (j1, j2, j3) the transformation laws of the generators

and the components of the patterns are defined in the following manner:

X01 = j1X
∗
01(→), X02 = j1j2X

∗
02(→), X03 = j1j2j3X

∗
03(→),

X12 = j2X
∗
12(→), X13 = j2j3X

∗
13(→), X23 = j3X

∗
23(→). (7)

|m >=

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
m13 m23

m12

m11

〉
≡

∣∣∣∣∣ m12

m11

〉 m13 = j1j2j3m
∗
13 m23 = j2m

∗
23,

m12 = j2j3m
∗
12 m11 = j3m

∗
11.

Developed method for dual values of the parameters j gives the generators of the repre-
sentations of the contracted algebras and for imaginary values of the parameters gives the
explicit expressions of the generators of the representations of the pseudoorthogonal algebras
with different signature.

The Gel’fand–Tsetlin representations of the unitary Cayley–Klein algebras [3], [5] and the
Iordan–Schwinger representations of the orthogonal, unitary and symplectic Cayley–Klein alge-
bras [3], [6] are described in a unified manner with the help of the dual numbers. This approach
is applicable also for quantum algebras [3], [7]. In last case the unified description is split on
two different methods: one for the contractions and another for the analytical continuations of
the quantum algebras.
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